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Clay Nash: [00:00:00] Well, good evening. It's 9 p.m. We're on our Tuesday night call and we're
going to press into this Declaration of Dependence. Just so much, I appreciate– I'm hearing
from many of you. Let me give you an announcement. We now have my website, right on the
home page. Go to ClayNash dot... Excuse me. ClayNash.org. When you get there, right on the
home page. You can click on it. And you can send your name to us so we can add it to the
Declaration of Dependence. I appreciate those that I talked to before we put it up and but we
begin to hear from so many of you wanting to know could you add your name. Yes, you can.
You're a part of this. So, my guy does my web stuff. And by the way, if you're out there and you
need some Web work, there's a guy named David Muniz that is just incredible. David has
worked on this actually yesterday. Excuse me. And today, and we got it up where We can add
your name and you can be part of that as well. So this to me is very important. This is a
initiative. When I had the dream, which in the dream I had an encounter with an angel And I
spoke to me about starting this initiative. And, you know, we're building up toward July the
fourth, which is known as our Independence Day, but we're renewing our dependence upon
God. And as we do that, God that answers by fire is going to answer in a more significant way.
So, it's very, very important that you be a part of this. We would love to have your name joining
with us. And as we do this, it's going to be a great thing. I want to just read something from the
first part of the declaration then I'm gone call on you, Dan, to go first. But it begins by saying,
"we declare a fresh and renewed dependence upon God, our Father, Yeshua, our King and Holy
Spirit, our co-laborer. We declare a renewed surrender to Robert Hunt's 1607 Prayer of
Covenant. Let me read that to you. We do hereby dedicate this land and ourselves to reach the
people within these shores with the Gospel of Jesus Christ and to raise up godly generations
after us and with these generations take the Kingdom of God to all the Earth. May this
covenant.. These were his words...May this covenant of dedication remain to all generations as
long as the earth remains. And may this land, along with England, be evangelism to the world.

May all who see the cross Remember what we've done here and may those who come here to
inhabit join us in this covenant and in this most noble work that holy scripture be fulfilled. Dan,
What's in your heart?
Dan Blacksher: [00:03:25] Thank you, brother. And I just feel like what happened last week
with the overturning of Roe versus Wade is a manifestation of God renewing his heart in that
covenant. I had the privilege of just about an hour and a half ago for about an hour and a half,
almost 2 hours of being in a small meeting with Philip Gunn, who is the, he's the speaker of the
House here in the state of Mississippi. And he's the one that actually first pushed the bill that
became--that was challenged in court. It became the vehicle that God used to overturn Roe
versus Wade. And he gave the history of what, how this came about. And it was fascinating.
And I want to share as a testimony of our dependance on God, because he's doing things right
now that we won't see manifested for years, but they're having an impact. And so for 186 years,
the Mississippi, both the House and the Senate were Democrat controlled. It wasn't until 2012
that Republicans gained control of both the House and the Senate. From that moment in 2012
to before Donald Trump was elected, they had passed five previous bills dealing with restricting
abortion, some of them were challenged and the courts through them out, and some, only one
wasn't challenged. And so this is just a testimony brother of our dependance on God. So this
gentleman comes with this bill, this Speaker Gunn, to say we need to put this before the House.
And he said, "well, you know", he said any time you present something like that, it creates a lot
of collateral damage on both sides of the aisle. And he said it gets real heated and contentious
when you're dealing with this. And he felt like he was supposed to push it through. And he said,
we knew that if we pushed it through, more than likely the pro-abortion side was going to file a
lawsuit. And he said they didn't believe it would ever be heard by the Supreme Court. And the
reason is because they didn't see God orchestrating the election of Donald Trump. And so that
bill, again, is processed through the court system before President Trump was ever elected. And
then God puts him in supernaturally and he puts three Supreme Court justices in their seat. And
now what are we doing? We're celebrating that what God began back in 2015 is manifesting in
the overturning of Roe versus Wade. And it's so caught me on our dependence on God because
there are things that he's initiating right now that we don't see that it may take four or five years
to fully manifest what he's actually doing. But the thing, the reason it's so amazing that this
happened is because the pieces that were presently when they passed this bill in place, they
said the Supreme Court will never hear it. This is just a waste of time. Even his own caucus was
arguing with him not to push this bill through. And he said I believe I was supposed to do it. And

he said, we got it done anyway. So I just want to share that as a testimony, how God
orchestrated something when all the cards were stacked against that bill, even being heard
once it was challenged in the courts by the Supreme Court to God using that as a battering ram
to overturn Roe versus Wade after he had made his move and created a checkmate with
regards to Roe versus Wade with the Supreme Court. So, Father, we thank you. Our
dependance is on you. Lord, You are orchestrating things that are so far beyond what we can
ask or imagine. Lord, you orchestrated this whole thing at and time, Lord, where it looked
impossible, it looked infeasible, and it even looked like to the people who passed this bill it was
just a big waste of time to pass it because they knew it was going to be challenged and they
knew the Supreme Court would never hear it. But God. But You, Lord, had a deeper plan, a
bigger plan, and you orchestrated a miracle of overturning the power of the Supreme Court and
causing, Lord God, that court to come back into a place where they rule justly and the scales of
justice for the unborn swung in their favor. And so, Father, we declare today our complete
dependance on you. Father, I ask for all of those that are a part of your kingdom that function in
any level of civil Government, Lord, for a spirit of courage and obedience, Lord, not to try to
figure out, Lord, just as they were trying to figure it out and this is just a waste of time. And they
were arguing. This is just a waste of time. Lord, you are orchestrating one of the greatest, if not
the greatest victories this nation has ever seen. And so, Father, today we declare Lord, this is
the rebirthing .And this July 4th, because we are declaring our dependance on you as the
rebirthing of this nation. It is the rebirthing of its covenant roots. It is the rebirthing of one nation
under one God. That God being you. And we thank you, Lord, that this rebirthing has positioned
us for revival and an outpouring of your spirit. So, Lord, we come with hearts of gratitude and
praise, and we thank you, Lord God, that every smaller battle will be won in every court situation
where this is challenged. It was amazing to think that with the states that have their trigger laws
in place, and they will be challenged, But he believes they're going to win. If someone is here in
Mississippi, New Mexico may be the closest place that they would have to go to be able to
access abortion. I've been serving on the board of directors for the Center for Pregnancy
Choices here in Jackson for 12 years. And let me just tell you, it is amazing, just a little bit of
time that it takes a woman to not be able to get an abortion immediately, the chance of that child
surviving increases exponentially. It's incredible. So, Father, we just declare all glory to you and
all praise to you. And Lord, we declare our complete dependance on you. And we thank you,
Lord God, that this declaration of dependence is a part of the rebirthing of this nation on July
4th, in Jesus name. Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:10:24] Amen. Thank you, Dan. Great. Great start tonight. There is so much
going on. I appreciate all of you being on this call. Appreciate our hosts. We're very, all of us are
very busy. But I'm just telling you, in the spirit realm, there is a vicious war being fought. The war
of the Lord. I probably will read it a little bit later That came on Pentecost weekend. Spoke about
the enemy knew what is coming. It wasn't just about the Dobbs case, but about Coach
Kennedy's case, about the the New York Supreme Court coming down very hard about people
who are not citizens not being able to vote. We really need to press in about our border cri-- I
mean, it is a crisis What's going on with that. But I'm telling you, it is a tremendous time. We're
just seeing so much that is coming into place. But the war, the spiritual war will intensify. And as
it intensifies, we've got to be prepared. We're--not just positioned, But what God has said to me,
we got to be postured to push this all the way through. So it's just so important. Pat, my friend,
what's in your heart?
Pat McManus: [00:11:52] Thank you, Clay. I agree with your statements and the decrees and
this Declaration of Dependence that is a powerful decree. And as I was thinking about tonight
and I was looking at in the Bible Gateway, I typed independence. And there's a number that
says 8-2-2-4 So I figured double. It's a double of new beginnings as a true expression of as we
bring ourselves into a clear alignment of dependance upon God. In the Psalm 46, I'm just going
to read a few verses. God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble. Therefore,
we do not fear, even though the earth be removed and though the mountains be carried in the
midst of the sea, though it's waters roar in trouble, though the mountains shake with swelling
there is a river whose streams shall make glad the city of our God, the holy place of the
tabernacle, the most high. God is in the midst of her. She shall not be moved. God shall help her
just as the break of dawn, the nations raged, kingdoms were removed he uttered his voice and
the earth melted. The Lord of hosts is with us. The God of Jacob is our refuge. Be still and know
that I am God. I will be exalted among the nations and I will be exalted in the Earth. Father, we
thank you that as we re dedicate, we re position, we re reorder our hearts, we re reconstitute
our positional place that Father, we can see the declarations of your word that is being released
upon our land. That Father, there is the--the dominoes are tumbling. There is a shaking that's
truly melting the mountains of resistance to your word. The mountains of the opposition of
demonic structures are beginning to crumble and fall. We thank you, Father, that as the Ekklesia
stands and orders according to your words, that that which is trying to come against your
purpose and plan will be neutralized. So, we say oh father, we declare that there is a sound of
reformation be released upon the land. "For I am Causing a greater awareness of my glory to

begin to move with authority and power." For the Lord says, "I am causing a breakthrough
anointing to go forth with a clear sense of power, purpose and destiny. That I'm causing and
releasing a sound that will reverberate in the hearts of those that are willing to align with me."
For the Lord says, "as those that are willing to stand according to the purpose of my Word,
those that are willing to align themselves with their expression of my heart. Those that are
willing to march according to the orders of my way. That I'm going to release a wave and a wave
and a wave of glory." So the Lord says, "prepare your hearts for the expression of that which
I'm about to do. For I am releasing a greater sound of clarity with a marching orders through
you. For I say this day I am breaking the walls of resistance, and I'm opening the Ekklesia to a
clear expression of the sound of my way. As they march forward with the purpose of my hand,
you shall see and know that I am reclaiming this land." And so, Father, we thank you for what
you're doing. We thank you, Father, for the releasing of the sound of awakening and the sound
of glory and the sound of power as we align ourselves and to bring us in to that place of
dependance upon you. We thank you, Father. In Jesus name. Amen and Amen.
[00:15:22][209.6]
Clay Nash: [00:15:22] Amen. Thank you, Pat. I want to read this prophetic word that came forth
Pentecost weekend. Dutch Sheets shared in a meeting there in Little Rock about the dream that
has come forth about the retuning of the Liberty Bell. And as Sheets was sharing into that this
prophetic word came forth. I hear the Lord saying the enemy knows what's coming. But my
concern, says the Lord, is much of my body does not see what's coming. For they look through
the eyes of the battle and they are fatigued. But I would say unto this people, I'm releasing wind
from the four corners of the earth that will bring a refreshing to my body, says the Lord. For there
is about to be the altar of altars, that is a false altar, Come down. For in the turning of Roe
versus Wade, watch and see, it will be the one that will free all other altars to come into place.
Watch and see how the worship from the darkness that is worshiped the shedding of blood. But
watch and see that that As that false altar comes down Everything will become easier. But
know this says the Lord, there's still a great and intense battle that is ahead. Do not become
faint. Do not become weary in well doing. Do not despise the season that is upon you. For this
season that is so tough, says the Lord, is only the preparation for the season of victory that is at
hand. For Raise Up Your Eyes, says the Lord, and see that I have spoken throughout creation
about this time and understand that evil will be put underfoot, says the Lord. For I shall pull
down. For even though the bell is cracked and does not release the same frequency of sound
that it was created to, so did this nation become cracked, says the Lord. So did this nation
become damaged. But it became damaged because my church hid behind four walls. My

church recruited and just turned it over for those of evil to run rampant. But my church is
awakening, said the Lord. My church is being strengthened right now. And I said that because I
want to, I want you to understand there is a tremendous battle going on in the spirit realm. But
there is tremendous victory. The angel armies are at work. I am just trying to encourage you so
that you can get refreshed from these four winds that are coming. David, what's in your heart?
David Hertel: [00:18:26] Just some things from the Declaration of Dependence were a couple
of phrases there has so much in it that I just woe some scriptures into it that I want to declare.
So I want to say that our of the Declaration of Dependence, it says, We decree that salvation
belongs to God and that he loves to save. And so, for when we can say that, we declare that for
when Israel was ripe for judgment throughout every level of society, the prince, the prophets, the
priests and the people were all corrupt. The Lord said that his heart was so motivated toward
mercy. He said, I sought for a man among them who would make up a wall and stand in the gap
before me on behalf of a land that I should not destroy it. But I found no one. But, he says,
tonight I have found my Ekklesia, embracing its identity and its responsibility to bind and lose
the forbidden allowed. And so he has the justification to say, I will show mercy, I'm a covenant
keeping God. And so, Lord, we thank you for that. And I go on in the Declaration of Dependence
and say, it says, taking no pleasure in judgment. He takes no pleasure in judgment. And we
decree mercy triumphs over judgment. And I say for our God has wiped out the handwriting of
requirements that was against us, which was contrary to us and He has taken it out of the way,
having nailed it to the cross, having disarmed principalities and powers. He made a public
spectacle of them triumphing over them, in it. Collosians 2:14 and 15. And and then the
declaration said, we celebrate the restoration of our Constitution and all the provisions and
protections it provides to we, the people. And so, we declare afresh Proverbs 3:5-10, It says that
and we say that we will trust in the Lord with all our heart and we not on our own understanding,
in all our ways, we're going to acknowledge him and he will direct our paths. We will not be Wise
in our own eyes, but we will fear the Lord and depart from evil. It will be health to our flesh and
strength to our bones. We will honor the Lord with our possessions and with the first fruits of our
increase so our bonds will be filled with plenty and our vats will again overflow with new wine.
And our land will be healed and America will be saved in Jesus name. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:20:45] Amen. Thank you, David. Timothy, what's in your heart.

Tim Carscadden: [00:20:52] Okay. I thought you said Jim was next. That's fine. Be glad to. I
just want to speak to a few things here. Just a logistic issue for everybody. And pray just over
each state with the great victory that we had. And as you know, I'm in Louisiana and the court
has, you know, stopped it, put a stay on the trigger law. And now abortions are being performed
again, at least until July 8th, until the next court hears that we believe the Supreme Court will-state Supreme Court will rule in our favor. And what we have in the motto of Louisiana that
really needs to become the model across the nation is that we actually had a constitutional
amendment we voted for in 2020 and the people of Louisiana voted for this pro-life movement
and for life and for the legislation that we have now. And the reason this is important, because
many of the pieces of trigger laws and laws that are going across the land that you're seeing is
banning abortion. If it is not a constitutional amendment, what can happen is if the state were
ever to go in a different direction. Say it's conservative now and but then they go liberal later.
What can happen? They can put in new legislation and reinstitute abortion. So you need a
constitutional amendment in each of these states. So it's another layer, another level. And I think
Kentucky is going for it right now. We heard that today. So there's other states that are doing
that. So just let's pray, let's agree that the states will take the next step, because we know this
battle is not over. We feel fully confident, I've talked to my congressman, that we're going to get
this removed, this injunction,and this will become law in Louisiana, and the banning of abortion
will occur. So I just want to just have everybody pray for that and agree with that. And I want to
agree with that as well. And I want to just, I don't want to stay off this--I don't want to get off this
topic, But Clay just really brought it up. And I think it's very important of the coming warfare. And
as you know, we are very involved with Israel and the whole issue of Israel right now. And so if
you don't know President Biden is going to Israel as well as the Middle East, Saudi Arabia and
other places in July. He's heading there. And right now the stage is being set for him to go.
Yesterday, the United Nations ambassador, U.S. ambassador attacked Israel and the Security
Council before the United Nations Security Council, which is extremely unusual, never really
happens at all, and blasted Israel for their treatment of the Palestinians. And all that's been
going on there. Said nothing about the action of the Palestinians toward Israel. Just it was a one
sided attack at the Security Council, which is very, very unusual. We've always defended Israel
before that council. Also, the envoy is in Qatar right now talking with Iran about reinstituting the
Iran nuclear deal, which is a disaster. It gives a path for Iran to produce a nuclear weapon. And
then the last thing that Biden has done as well as he's going to split up our embassy in
Jerusalem and he's going to separate it and he's going to create a Palestinian office in there and
basically giving them authority within Jerusalem. And this is a step that President Trump had

rolled back and removed this institution because there's no need for it whatsoever. If a
Palestinian needs a visa, he can go to the the embassy there and get it. He does not have to
have his own building. But Joe Biden is rolling this back. So my point is, we have this season
that we call the Narrow Straits, which is this season when Israel was attacked, they lost both of
their temples during the narrow straits up to the ninth of av. Well, Biden is going to be there right
at that time. And he is rolling back policies that President Trump spent so much energy to put in.
And so the stage is being set. Biden also said that the Abrahamic Chords, a piece of Middle
East, he said, are problematic, which was a very unusual statement. And so we know that
they're up to something and we've got to pray because this affects America greatly. Clay was
talking about the coming warfare. This could be one of the triggers that triggers warfare in
America. We want to celebrate what happens over Roe vs Wade, but we also do not want to
take our eye off what is the apple of the Lord's eye, which is Israel, the land, Jerusalem,
especially. We know all the prophetic. If we divide Jerusalem, God will divide America. And
we're already divided on this issue. How much more would it be if we had a natural division that
would come because of God's judgment on our land? So I just want to throw that out there and
let's all pray accordingly. I'm sorry it took so long there Clay. But Father, I pray right now for each
state, Lord, in America, in the name of Jesus, I decree, Father and I declare that your hand is
upon life in this land. And Lord, I pray right now for every state to have, Lord, the wisdom and
the understanding of how to make this a permanent law within each of the states that right now
already have abortion laws banning abortion right now. I pray for this constitutional amendment
to go all the way across. We pray for Kentucky tonight as they're taking that next step and that
Lord, that each state would take that step and put it in and let the people of the state vote and
let them declare and decree a creed, father, needed in their state that said we will always be an
abortion free state. We thank you, God for the grace to do this. We ask for the movement and
Lord that coordination would occur. Lord, I pray for the Attorney Generals. I pray for all those in
all those states that they would be willing and be able to do that and accomplish that before the
people within each and every state. And I now pray, father, for America concerning Israel. Lord,
we ask, that Father, any plan of our administration to divide Jerusalem, to divide Isreal, we
speak crop failure to any such action. We speak crop failure to an Iran deal that would allow a
nuclear weapon to the terrorist nation of Iran. And Lord, I pray right now that father wisdom
would overwhelm our president and wisdom would overwhelm Lord his leaders, and that Lord,
they would not compromise. And Lord, we repent for attacking Israel and the United Nations.
we repent for the actions of America, father, being one sided in that event. And we ask Father
that you restore us back to our right standing as we stand with your covenant land and your

covenant people. Lord, I pray peace and covering upon our land tonight in the name of Jesus.
Amen and Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:28:27] Amen, Timothy. Thank you for bringing that out. The Full 8th Circuit US
Court of Appeals reversed today and stood with Arkansas. Arkansas has a law that prohibits
economic decisions that discriminate against Israel. And a three judge thing-- I'm trying to see
here anyway, back a couple of years ago ruled it was unconstitutional. But the eighth Circuit
Court, the full court, I mean, they decided that it is constitutional. One of the things this law says
is that if anybody wants to discriminate against Israel on contracts or anything, they have to do
it... They have to bid it--they have to take 20% off of whatever they're bidding. And there are
more and more and More Things like that are happening. We must stand with Israel. We must
pray as Timothy is saying. We will see the spiritual warfare become far greater intensified. But
we are prepared for this. We, the Ekkleisa, is strongest, stood to it's feet. It's healthy. It's
focused. And I know that I've heard the last few days that this initiative that came to me in a
dream when an angel spoke to me is coming--- it is going to be used against Baal. And just as
the prophet of Baal, they shouted louder. They did this, they did that. But it was the God that
answered by fire. And this is going to be a trigger for the fire of God to come in a mighty way.
Brother Jim Hodges, what's in your heart?
Jim Hodges: [00:30:17] {inaudible}
Clay Nash: [00:30:21] We got you.
Jim Hodges: [00:30:23] Can you hear me okay?
Clay Nash: [00:30:25] Yeah, we got you now.
Jim Hodges: [00:30:27] Okay. Thank you, sir. I want to just segway from apostle Tim. I just got
back from Kentucky and the phrase that hit me real hard in the spirit when Tim mentioned
coming of warfare, because there's always a tendency when a major victory has been won, like
the recent reversal of Roe by the Supreme Court. And sometimes we sort of back off, slack off
and maybe go too much into arrest mode. But I appreciate Timothy's challenge for us
considering of the war on every front. And so the war is not over. We won a major battle and
we're winning some other battles as well. The dominoes are falling, but the warfare is also
coming. What I want to do, if I may, before I comment and with the Scripture about our utter
dependence upon the Lord as a nation, and of course that would go for the {inaudible} and
certainly goes for the Ekklesia. What I want to share just a brief experience that I had back in
Turkey. We were hosted by a ministry. Where we usually go to a hotel, but the ministry directors
have built a new house and they left their other house, which is quite sizable, just nearby. In
Kentucky we say 'up the holler'. And we were able to stay there, a prophet friend and I that went

to minister. And one day my friend was inside with his computer. I was on the porch with my
Bible, my books and {inaudible} for my intercession, praying and its amazing and maybe
{inaudible} I might say it's good to breathe some mountain air and you might have thought of
this, but I am in a prayer situation that was I want to say, rare for me, but it's too infrequent. I got
into a intercession in the spirit just out on the front porch, no one around and I don't recall,
maybe in the last several years where I've had a more fluid, forceful flow of praying in the spirit,
it was just, it was almost catching me up, if I may say it that way. And you know me, I'm didactic
and not very prophetic. But I'm telling you. And then all the sudden with that thing that was
happening, I was encouraged to take on, you know, every person I felt was important, even high
level ones. I got a friend, his wife is battling cancer now, And I just got to a place where I felt
there was so much strength coming and the spirit was so pronounced. And so I took to the
hardest cases I could find to pray for, both national and in my acquaintances and prayed. And
then when I finished, I opened my eye and just, oh, I don't know, maybe 25, 30 feet away, up at
the fence line on the other side of this wooden, you know, horizontal plank fence walked in a
white horse. And nobody could tell me where the white horse was from, because I inquired later.
The people that live there. And I went up to it and I said, Whoa, son. And just reached out and
petted the horse. He gave me full attention. I stood there and just, we kind of enjoyed each
other's company. I think he was enjoying it, he didn't run away. And I took that as a tremendous
sign from the Lord. Because to me, the white horse, of course, represents the Ekklesia. I
remember years ago, Clay and Tim, I can't remember a year, but it's been a number of years
ago now Dutch had a vision. I think it was a vision, not a dream. And he was riding a horse, a
white horse across America, and he was taking some weapon of war, be it a javelin, or spear or
an arrow. And he would just throw it down on the ground. And he felt like the Lord was saying
through him as he threw those weapons in the ground: "this is mine. This is mine. This is mine.
This is mine." And of course, you all know your Bible. In Psalm 45 it speaks of the Messiah
that's riding. And don't you love {inaudible} one in splendor and in majesty {inaudible} crude and
meekness and {inaudible} Awesome things, you arrows sharp {inaudible} will fall under you.
Your arrows are in the heart of the king's enemies. And I'll be quick on these. You know in
Revelations 6 Jesus the Messiah is riding on the white horse going out conquering and to
conquer. In Revelation 19 we know he's riding again and this time the saints They are also
riding white horses with the Lord. And I think most of you know me enough that I think that
picture is not just eschatological, it's also historical. The Lord still riding. He's on a ride of
conquest over every force that opposes his advancing kingdom. And so I am encouraged
because this not only is personally encouraging for me, but it was touching things I am

concerned about with my relationship, of course, with our nation. And then I'll close with, if I
may, clay's wonderful statement of dependence upon the Lord, this charter of our dependance
not only as believers or the ecclesia, but of course as our nation and in the Scripture that it's our
nation's dependance upon the Lord is certainly got to be at least one of them. Psalm 127:1
which most of us know where it just simply says, " unless the Lord builds the house, they labor
in vain who build it. Unless the Lord guards the city the watchman keep awake or watch in vain.
So we declare tonight again. In light of the revelation the Lord gave Apostle Clay, that we are
totally dependent upon Lord as the USA and we're dependent as the Body of Christ. We
individually are dependent, but out of our dependence upon Him, for continuous bride who
never loses, who never fails and who always conquers. We're going to see the culmination and
the full picture of the Lord's purpose in all of the nations which he is inhabiting, but especially
ours at this time, because it's so critical in this war and in this thing we're in. As a closing
footnote, you may have heard the Davos World Economic Forum met Klaus Schwab, one of the
conveners, George Soros, Bill Gates. You almost hate to mention their names out loud. but
Klaus Schwab was quoted, finally found that reference to my prophet friend as saying, we have
the technology now to not only monitor people's bodies and their heart pressure and their
physical condition, we've got technology to monitor their thoughts so that the people of the world
will get set free from crazy thoughts like Jesus Christ died for our sins. So the battle's out in
front. It's blatant, it's not covert, it's very overt. But our Lord Jesus is majestically riding for the
cause of meekness, righteousness and truth. And we are riding with him and we decree what
Psalm 2 decrees; that every foe that rages against our God in rebellion has set himself or
herself to a futile, vain, empty project. And therefore, we are the overcomers. We are more than
overcomers, Paul said in Romans 8:37. So ride on King Jesus and our eyes are on you. And
we're riding with you. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:39:14] Yes. Thank you, brother Jim. I was just thinking there was a song we
used to sing. Hadn't sung in a while. But "yes, I'll ride with you, Lord." And so--Jim Hodges: [00:39:24] Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:39:26] ...we're gonna ride with the Lord. Becca, what a--good to have you on. I
think you've got a new grandbaby, I believe. What's in your heart tonight?

Becca Greenwood: [00:39:35] Well, it's great to be with you guys. And yes, we do. We have a
new granddaughter that was born two days after Roe versus Wade was overturned. And her
name is Jubilee Mays. So, we're believing that she is a prophetic baby of this time of jubilee
when Roe versus Wade was overturned. And so it is great to be on with you guys tonight. And I
really, before I came on, the Lord was prompting me and I think I've referred to this a couple of
times, Clay, on calls that you you've led with intercession. But I really want to jump on and
continue to pray about the states and this abortion issue because the Lord gave me this.
Speaking of Jubilee May, they just brought her into the room, so I'm not going to get distracted.
Anyway, they just carried her into the room. She's precious. But the Lord gave me this vision in
2019 and he was standing over the map of the United States of America. And he was and it was
literally like he was over the border, the boundaries, like the East Coast, down into Texas, up to
the West Coast. And he was speaking to me about abortion and he said that his covenant, his
righteous covenant was established in our nation. And that's what we've been doing as the
Ekklesia, many of us, you know, in prayer assignments and in building the Ekklesia and
gathering across streams. And that he said his righteous covenant was established in our nation
from 2019 to 2024, that abortion will be dealt with state by state, region by region, a grassroots
movement of states that will stand for righteousness. And he further revealed that as we begin
to advance from now through 2024 and going into 2025, there will be 28 states that will shift
abortion legislation to righteousness in which an unborn child will no longer be considered a
fetus but a human life. Legislation will begin to shift in these 28 states to the stance that abortion
is murder and illegal once the heartbeat is heard in the mother's womb. and many of these 28
states, I could even see a newer wave of legislation being written. The language within this new
legislation will be "Life begins at the moment of conception."So Lord, right now, I want to pray in
agreement with this prophetic vision that you gave me on April 23rd, 2019 That was one-- just
as brother Jim was speaking one of those prayer moments where the Lord just brings you into a
place of this vision. And Lord, I thank you that as we are seeing what has happened with Roe
versus Wade overturned, that we won't just rejoice in that victory. But, Lord, we will see the 28
states rise up. And I know Lord You spoke this to me and I saw it in this vision and I wrote it
down and I was recording it as I was seeing it, because I couldn't type fast enough as to what I
was seeing. But Lord, we even asked for more than the 28, that it will sweep across this nation
and that it will hit every state. Lord, we thank you that for the life of the unborn. And Lord, we
thank you, Lord, that we will see this-- what we have seen at a national level sweep through the
states that as the Ekklesia is rising up from state to state, that we will see this legislation pass
through, not only even with the Heartbeat Bill and Lord, we are thankful for that heartbeat Bill.

But Lord, we call in that legislation will literally be changed state to state in this nation that life
begins at the moment of conception. And as I was having this vision, the Lord then begin to
speak to me that every place, when I was seeing this vision-- and I'm going to, this is the exact
word that I recorded in the vision and when I was seeing this. I noticed that in every region
where the Lord had positioned himself over the map, I saw that within the next five years, the
dark grip of the deep state, that demonic grip of extreme agendas to condone death of the
unborn and to establish socialism in our nation lost its grip. So Lord, as Roe versus Wade has
been overturned and as it is, abortion legislation is being dealt with state to state We say that
the blood sacrifice of the innocent that has empowered socialism in this nation is broken and
that socialism will begin to crumble now, that is being established and that the enemy has tried
to establish within the United States of America. And Lord, we decree life. We declare over our
nation life in these states and over this legislation. And as the ecclesia is rising up, that a
holiness, glory, righteousness movement will sweep across this nation, in Jesus Name. And
Lord, I prophesied that just as our granddaughter was born, that we are in a Jubilee moment, in
a Jubilee season, and in this state across the United States of America, and that we will rise up
in this place of Jubilee and not shrink back and go quiet in the victory. But we will rise up to see
the fullness of what your kingdom purposes are occur state to state, within the United States of
America. In Jesus name, Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:46:03] Thank you, Becca, for that. Let me just add a confirmation. I was in a
meeting in Yakima, Washington, I think it was 2003. And some of the people on the call will
know, Harold Everly actually prophesied in that meeting that abortion would not be fully dealt
with until there was a decision that confirmed when life started in the womb. And very, very
strong word. I've not forgotten. I've warred with it for all these years. And I believe that that's
where we're headed with this Dobbs case, just as you're saying, Becca. that's what's going to
turn it in all the states. But let me end tonight's call. Thank you every one of you for being on.
powerful. Great time. But one: do not lose sight of this. In the Dobbs case, when the United
States Supreme Court justices send it back down to the states, that's a step back in to
functioning and operating as the republic, which is God's original intent for this nation. It's how
we were originally set up, and we've been losing that until federal control for some time now. But
this is a very significant step back in to functioning as a republic. The republic is the vehicle, if
you want to call it. Democracy is the fuel. And we must step back into this. And we are. And I'm
thankful for that. So bless everyone that's on the call. Will be here tomorrow at 222.remember
this Sunday night at 555 Central Time, I am going to be talking about Dependence upon God.

I'm gone be sharing some of mine and Susan's testimony over the last 40 years of ministry. And
it'll be on my YouTube channel. You can go there and watch it live on Sunday night at 555. Also,
please, you can read the declaration there on the website, but go and endorse this Declaration
of Dependence by adding your name. If you'll just go there. There's a block. All we're doing it
just adding your name to it. And it will carry more significance. 1 puts 1000 to flight. 2 puts
10000 to flight. We need to Stand together as one in this so that we can see God answer by fire,
and we can see the wave of awakening and revival move into reformation and transformation.
God bless you. We'll be here tomorrow.

